Conference Report
Hiroshima: the unforgettable fire

There was never any doubt that sooner or later the
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear
War (IPPNW) would end up in Hiroshima. Last week
some 3000 representativesof the world's fastest growing
medical organisation met there for its largest ever
annual congress.
On the face of it Hiroshima looks like the wrong
place to argue against the survivability of nuclear
attack. In its parks and gardens the leaves were turning
gold and red and fountains spouted, and the highrise
blocks sparkled in the autumn light. Moored on a river
once choked with bodies is Hiroshima's most famous
shellfish restaurant. The local newspaper records that
the Industrial Promotion Hall, left standing because
the blast came from directly overhead, now requires
structural repairs for "normal wear and tear, together
with the effects of traffic on the adjoining main road."
And yet Hiroshima is booby trapped with reminders
of its past, which tear you apart without warning. just
when you've convinced yourself that the effects of the
bomb were probably no worse than the fire bombing of
Dresden or that the 100 000 or so lives lost in an instant
may have been fewer than the total number of Japanese
and American lives lost had the war continued, you
come across something that overwhelms your attempts
at rationality. You catch sight of a tall grassy mound
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made up of the ashes of thousands of nameless corpses
or of the statue to 12 year old Sadako Sasaki, who tried
to outwit her leukaemia by folding 1000 paper cranes
(which symbolise longevity in Japan). Then everything
goes blurry.
Apocalypse now
In today's debates about nuclear weapons there are
some facts to hold on to, and Dr Hiroshi Nakajima,
director general of WHO, produced the main ones in
his address to the congress's opening session. Global
military budgets amount to one million million dollars
each year, and international trade in arms reaches 50
thousand million dollars. By late 1987 the firepower of
the combined American and Soviet nuclear arsenals
was equivalent to 1-25 million Hiroshimas, or three
tons of TNT for every man, woman, and child on
earth. "And I have not even begun to refer to the stocks
of conventional, bacterial, and chemical weapons," he
said. "Just think what could have been done if the
expenditure that has gone into producing and storing
these weapons had been channelled into development
activities."
It is this thought that drives IPPNW. Eventually it
hopes for the complete abolition of nuclear weapons;
the best way forward, it believes, is a ban on testing
nuclear weapons. With last year's signing of the
intermediate nuclear forces treaty and recent progress
towards a strategic arms reduction treaty the quantitative arms race may be over. Modernising nuclear
arsenals continues apace, however, so stopping testing
would stop the qualitative anrns race in its tracks.
Next year could be crucial to realising these hopes,
with action scheduled for two United Nations treaties.
The first is an attempt to make comprehensive the
partial test ban treaty, signed in 1%3. Originally
signed by the United States, Great Britain, and the
Soviet Union, the treaty banned nuclear weapon test
explosions in the atmosphere, outer space, and underwater and had as its principal aim "the speediest
possible achievement of an agreement on general and
complete disarmament," seeking to achieve "the
discontinuance of all test explosions of nuclear weapons
for all time." Eventually another 113 countries (but not
China and France) signed it.
For the treaty to be amended the change must be
supported by a majority of signatories, which must
include the original three. At last June's special session
on disarmament at the United Nations the United
States and Britain seemed hostile to the idea of any
amendment. The Soviet Union, however, was "prepared to resume at a moment's notice the moratorium
on nuclear testing provided the United States follows
suit," according to Mikhail Gorbachev's message to the
IPPNW congress. (A Soviet underground nuclear test
just two days before the start of the congress somewhat
diminished its impact.)

Effects of radiation
Most of the data on the effects of high doses of
radiation come from studies performed at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki under the auspices of the Radiation
1023
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Congress hosours Joseph Rotblat
Professor Rotblat was presented with IPPNWs
distinguished citizen award at the conchlding
session of the congress by IPPNW copresident
Professor Bernard Lown. Bom in Warsaw,
where he trained as a nuclear physicist, Rotblat
was stranded by the second world war in

Effects Research Foundation, and one session of the

congress was devoted to these studies. Recent changes
in dosimetry suggest that the earlier estimates of
exposure to neutrons in Hiroshima were 10 times too
high, and that in both Hiroshima and Nagasaki the
effects of neutrons can just about be disregarded. This
means that the estimated death rates from leukaemias
and other cancers per unit of radiation have increased
-from 12'5x1O3 deaths/Gy to 112 7x1Of3 deaths/
Gy-which accounts for the recent downward pressure
on safety limits for radiation exposure.
The incidence of leukaemia peaked about six years
after the bombs were dropped and still remains higher
than the background rate, with those exposed at a
younger age having a greater nsk of leukaemia. Other
cancers also occur more frequently than expected.
Survivors of the bombing have been enrolled in one of
several long term studies and are scrpulously followed
up. Their medical care is free, and participants at the
congress were able' to tour the lavish medical facilities
built especially for them.
Many participants were less impressed, however, by
how the foundation and its predecessor, the Atomic
Bomb Casualty Cmission, have presented their
findings over the years. WHO director general Dr
Nakaiima told the congress that, although reports on
the immediate effects of the explosions appeared as
early as 1950, for policl and military reasons the
findin on the effects of exposure to radiation were
made public only later, by which time the testing of
nuclear weapons had proliferated.
For 24 hours after the session on radiation effects the
congress buzzed with what partcipants vewed as the
statistical and methodological shortcomings of the
studies-binning with thedecision to useasacontrol
group people living in Hiroshima some distance from
the hypocentre. Some of them were known to be living
in districts where radioactive blick rain fell soon after
the explosion, and others were exposed to high doses of
radiation when they entered the worst affected parts of
the city to help.
One of the most impassioned speeches from the floor
came during t session firm a local doctor working
with survivors, who believed that many symptoms of
radiation exposure, unrelated to cancer, were not being
investigated. At a session on the victims of radiation
more details of this "atomic disease"were given by Ole
Markussen, who had helped cdan up taminated
snow after an American B-52 bombe arr ying four
hydrogen bombs cashed at an air base in Greenland in
1968. About 15 years later he and others who had
1024

Liverpool, where he was working with Nobel
laureate Sir James Chadwick, discoverer of the
neutron. Rotblat's wife and entire family were
consumed in the Nazi holocaust. In 1944 he
followed Chadwick to Los Alamos to work on the
Manhattan project: his involvement st
from a dread that the Nazis would acquire
nuclear weapons and gain world dation.
When it became evident that the Germans had
abandoned their project to build an atomic
bomb the rationalisation for Rotblat's involvement disappeared and he resigned on moral
grounds-the only scientist to resign before the
Trinity bomb test.
After the war he abandoned his early career
for medical physics and was chief physicist at St
Bartholomew's Hospital for nearly 30 years.
While there he helped define the internatioal
standards for radiation protection. He also
dedicated his life to rousing the scientific
community and the public to the perils of
nuclear war. He was one of the 11 signatories of
the famous Russell-Einstein Manifesto and a
cofounderofthe Pugwashconferencesonscanrc
and world affairs, of which he is curntly
president. Bertrand Russell once said of him, "If
ever these evils are eradicated and international
affairs are straightened out, his name should
stand very hi indeed among the heroes."
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worked with him began to suffer from tredness, lack
ofconcentration, skin diseases, problems with balance,
digestive problems, decreased sensitivity of the fingers,
swollen legs, and a feeling that their legs were buning
cessfully
firom the inside out. At present they are
engaged in trying to get their government to listen to
them.
Mr Kenneth McGingley, chaian of the British

componets. Their basic units are lap sized computers
connected to smail radio tranmiter-receivers. Digital
impulses are sent by radio waves to the satellites, which
deliver messages to ground stations anywhere in the
world.

Nuclear Test Veterans Association, has had more
success with the British government, which last year
gave servicemen the right to sue it. Some 50 cases for
compensation are expected, arisng from the exposure
of British servicemen to radiation during the British
nuclear testing programme. Mr McGingley read from
recently declassified documents showing that British
servicemen were intentionally exposed to radiation to
see how it would affect them.
am SatelLife
Intemnatbnal com
As no worldwide study has been done on the effects
of nuclear weapons production on the envionment
and human health IPPNW has set up an internatonal
commission of doctors, enviromeairs, and scietists to do this. This initiative follows recent disclosures
in the United States of the serious health and environmental problems caused by nuclear weapons complexes. The commission hopes to identify every nuclear
facility in the world and gather data of its impact on
human health and the environment.
Another recent IPPNW initiative that is making
headway is SatelLife, a low cost communtion
system linking medical centres and health providen
around the world. It includes telebridges, teleconferences, electronic mail, slow scan television, and low
orbiting "packet satellites"-its most ambitious
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The agerview
It is Hiroshima's survival rather than its annihilation
that encourages taking the longer view. That it might
do so is what has kept the city going since August 1945.
It is what Hirshnia is for, and why IPPNW went
there to prepare for its coming strgles for a comprehensive test ban treaty.
lPPNWs 10t annual congress will be held in Stockholm, 27
June-i July 1991: details fiom Ola Sdnstrm, Mjokudd
Vkrdcentral, MjWlkuddsvgen 75, S-951 57 Luid, Sweden.
IPPNW is based at 126 Rogers Street, Cambridge, Mamsachusett 02142-10%, United States; the Medical Cmpaign
Against Nucear Weapons (IPPNW's affilate in the United
Kingdom) is at 601 Holloway Road, London N19 4DJ.
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rhe Rian
Although the congress took place in Japan and Japan
made up the largest national contingt the congress
seemed to belong to the Russians. It was Mikhail
Kuzin, the Russian copsident of IPPNW, who
decried the recent nuclear testing by the Soviet Union
in his greetings at the opening ceremony. In his
message to the congress the Soviet mi ter of health
(and cofounderofIPPNW) Evgueni Chazov told of his
presentation to the United Nations General Assembly
this May of a set of surgic ins ts made from
titiiium from the first discarded Soviet nuclear missiles. "This was a symbol of the advent of a new era,
that of the converson of the defence industry-so
much needed by the Soviet public health system,
which is in a state of crisis," he said. Soviet television
cameras roled and Soviet journalists took notes as
the head firemn at Chernobyl described what had
happened on the night of the 1986 fire, and as Vitalii
Goldanski, director of the USSR National Research
Insttute of ical Physics, described an explosion
in the cooling system of a plutonium reactor at
Kyshtym in 1957.
The single most impressive display at the congress
was a series of photographs taken of antinuclear
demonstrations in the Soviet republic of Kazkhstan
on 6 August, Hiroshima Day, this year. A people's
movement was formed there earlier this year to protest
against nuclear testing at the S l nsk est site.
They have named it "Nevada"-the site of American
nuclear tests-in the hope that similar organisations in
the United States will take the name "Kazakhstan,"
and it will become an international movement,
"Nevada-Ka hstan."
Indidual Soviet republics might well seize on the
"nuclear threat" as one more piece of ammunition in
their stuggle against the centre. With the benefit of
hindsight, however, it is possible that another "nuclear
threat"-this tixe coming from the United Statesmay have acted as a powerfuly cohesive force within
the Soviet Union and its eastern bloc allies. For much
of the Cold War their common perception of the
United States as a powerful enemy, intent on their
destruction, bound them together.

